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This invention relates to furniture construction and 
more particularly to a leg mounting and floating hinge 
therefor. 

It is the object of the present invention to provide a 
-novel leg receiving housing with a pair of right angu 
larly related sockets of predetermined shape for snugly 
securing therein one end of a correspondingly shaped 
leg. . 

It is the further object of _the present invention to 
provide a floating hinge construction, which eliminates 
the heretofore unsightly hinge such as now used on 
bridge tables, folding tables or other furniture, whereby 
the said leg may be retained within either of said sockets. 

It is the further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a pair of angularly related leg mounting sockets to 
gether with'a ileXible spring type hinge whereby the leg 
may be easily changed from a use position to a storage 
position, quietly and safely and be equally rigid in either 
position. ' 

It is the further object of this invention to provide in 
a table, furniture or other object removable legs which 
will be securely and firmly supported against all normal 
pressures just as a permanently positioned leg. 

These and other objects will be seen from the follow 
ing specification and claims in conjunction with the ap 
pended drawing in which: 

Figure l is a fragmentary side elevational view of a 
table showing one of the legs as in use `and in dotted 
lines for storage. 

Figure 2 is a fragmentary view of the leg mounting 
means shown in Figure l, with the leg in assembled 
position. 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary right side view thereof with 
the leg withdrawn from its supporting housing, and with 
a portion of the table shown in section. 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary section taken on line 4-4 
of Figure 3, but with the leg rotated into storage posi~ 
tion. ' 

Figure 5 is a bottom plan view of the leg receiving 
housing shown in Figure 4. 

It will be understood that the above drawing illustrates 
merely a preferred embodiment of the invention and 
that other embodiments are completed within the scope 
of the claims hereafter set forth. 

While the invention is generally directed to a furni 
ture construction having a top platform and means for 
removably securing legs in one of two positions, the 
present drawing for illustration shows the invention here 
in as embodied in a card table or the like. 

Said table in Figure l includes a top platform 11 
and depending from adjacent each of the corners there 
of a leg mounting and retaining housing secured thereto. 
Each of the said housings 12 have formed therein a pair 

of right angularly related elongated sockets 13 `and 14 
of predetermined across sectional shape. In the present 
embodiment of the invention this cross sectional shape 
is square. 
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Socket 13 opens downwardly as at 15 Figure 4, where 

as socket 14 opens laterally -as at 16. 
/ Said housing has intermediate its ends upright partition 
17, which defines a common side wall for socket 13 
and end wall for socket 14. This partition at its lower 
end terminates in the bottom wall 20 defining socket 14. 
Upright narrow slot 18 is formed centrally through parti 
tion 17 throughout substantially its height and at its 
lower end connects with horizontal slot 19 formed 
throughout the length of bottom wall 20. ' 

These slots provide a clearance for coiled spring 24 
as the leg 21 is moved _from the solid line position shown 
in Figures 2 and 3 to the collapsedy horizontal position 
of Figure 4. 
Each of the legs 21, one of which is shown, has at one 

end thereof ̀ an elongated mounting head 22, which may 
be separate from the leg and separately joined thereto 
or which may be formed as an integral part thereof. 

This mounting head 22 is of a cross sectional shape 
corresponding Íto 'that of sockets 13 andV 14 and of a 
size and length as to'be slidably and snugly received fric 
tionally within either of said sockets alternatively. 
The outer end of the leg mounting head 22 is trans 

versely tapered at 23 to facilitate registry of the mount 
ing head and leg for manual projection into either of the 
slots 13 and 14. 

Coiled spring 24 is anchored within housing 12 as at 
25 Figure' 4, preferably at the bounding inner end wall 
28 of slot 13. The opposite end of said spring extends 
down into bore 26 within mounting head 22 -and is suit 
ably anchored therein `as by the pin 27 or other fasten 
ing means. 

In operation, leg 21 is assembled when the table is in 
use to assume the position shown in Figures 1 and 2. All 
four sides of mounting head 22 or of the upper end of the 
leg, as the case may be, are cooperatively engaged by 
the corresponding four side walls defining socket 13. At 
the same time the upper end of leg 21 is retainingly en 
gaged by wall portion 28 which is a part of housing 12 
to thereby provide a positive registry with said leg. 

In order to collapse` the table to'storage position, leg 
21 is manually withdrawn from housing 12 against the 
tension of spring 24, such as to the position shown in 
Figure 3, disengaging mounting head 22 completely from 
socket 13. ' 
With spring 24 serving as a llexible hinge, leg 21 is 

manually rotated 90 degrees to the position shown in 
Figure 4 and is projected into slot 14 as facilitated by 
the tapered edges 23 as well as by the tension in spring 24. 

In the final position, Figure 4, all four sides of the 
mounting head 22 are cooperatively and retainingly en 
gaged by the corresponding four side walls which de 
fine socket 14. Additionally the end of mounting head 
22 engages partition 17 to thereby also provide a positive 
registry. 

During this rotating of the leg into storage position 
the coiled spring Z4 passes through the narrow slots 18 
and 19 Figure 4 which provide suñìcient clearance 
through the socket defining walls but at the same time do 
not appreciably reduce the area of surface engagement of 
said walls with the corresponding four side walls of the 
leg or its mounting head. 

It is contemplated that the housing 12 may be made 
from any suitable material such as metal, plastic, glass, 
rubber or may be formed of wood. 

Having described my invention, reference should now 
be had to the claims which follow for determining the 
scope thereof. I claim: 

l. In combination', a platform, a leg mounting and re 
taining housing secured thereto and depending therefrom, 
said housing having a series of walls therein and an up 
right partition defining a pair of right angularly related 
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elongated separate sockets of predetermined cross-sec 
tion, one socket opening downwardly and the other open 
ing laterally, said partition defining a common side wall 
of one socket and an end wall of the other socket, each 
socket having bordering walls on all sides and _an end 
wall, said partition at .its lower end terminating in a 
bottom wall bounding the laterally directed socket, there 
being a common upright and narrow slot formed through 
said partition and bottom wall, a leg, an elongated mount-_ 
ing head at one end of said leg of a cross section-a1 shape 
corresponding to said sockets and of a size aud length 
to be slidably and snugly received around its entire ex 
terior surface frictionally within both of said sockets 
alternately, and a coiled spring `anchored at one end to 
said housing within and at lthe -top of the downwardly 
opening socket and at its other end anchored down into 
said mounting head, said slot being of less width than 
said head but of a width to slidably receive said spring, 
said leg and its head being adapted for downward com 
plete withdrawal from one socket against said spring and 
rotated to a horizontal storage position for snug longitu 
dinal projection into the other socket, with said spring 
serving as a ñoating hinge, movable through said upright 
slot and for retaining said mounting head in said sockets. 

2. The furniture construction of claim 1, both of said 
sockets being rectangular in cross-section with bounding 
walls on all four sides and on the bottom thereof for re 
taining cooperation with all four sides and the end of 
the leg mounting head. 

3. in combination, a support, a housing secured to 
and depending therefrom, said housing having a series of 
right angularly related walls therein and an upright parti 
tion detining a pair of right yangularly related elongated 
separate sockets of square cross-section, adapted respec 
tively to selectively retain a leg in positions parallel and 
alternately at right angles to said support, said partition 
defining a common sidewall of one socket and a bottom 
wall of the other socket, each socket having bordering 
walls on all sides and an end wall, there being a narrow 
upright slot formed through said partition and through 
out the bottom wall of said other socket, a leg with 
one end square in cross-section, and of a size to be 
snugly and slidably received around its entire exterior 
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Surface frictionally within both said sockets alternately, 
and a coiled spring anchored at one end to s-aid housing 
within one socket and at its other end anchored down 
into said end of said leg and movable through said slots 
as said leg is completely withdrawn from one socket, 
rotated and longitudinally inserted in the other socket, 
said slot being of less width than said leg but of a width 
to slidably receive said spring. 

4. In combination a housing having a series of right 
angularly related walls and an upright partition defining 
therein a pair of substantially right-angul-arly related 
elongated sockets of predetermined cross-section adapted 
to selectively retain a supporting member of correspond 
ing cross-section alternately in positions corresponding to 
said sockets, said partition deñning a common side wall 
of one socket and bottom wall of the other socket, e-ach 
socket having bordering walls on all sides and an end 
wall, there being a narrow slot formed through said 
partition and throughout the bottom wall of said other 
socket, a supporting member having one end of said pre 
determined cross sectional shape and of a size to be 
snugly and slidably received around its entire exterior 
surface frictionally within both of said sockets alter 
nately, and a coiled spring anchored at one end to said 
housing within one socket and at its other end anchored 
down into said end of said supporting member and mov 
able through said slot as said supporting member is 
completely withdrawn from one socket and longitudi 
nally inserted into the other. 
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